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INTRODUCTION

Luna Freaks is birthed by the luna classic community. With the main 
aim on bringing back the glory of LUNC. Luna Freaks token uses 5% of 
the tax to burn Luna Classic highest among all competitors.

We are a Community of Luna addicts, dedicated to rewarding our 
holders and geared up to create an ecosystem that will help burn 
through the supply of Luna Classic.

The core team and influencers supporting the project will dedicate 
themselves to create a safe and transparent place to invest. In a 
space where honesty and dedication cannot be taken for granted, 
Luna Freaks will prove what a community of like-minded people can 
achieve and be a catalyst to inspire other initiatives to reach our goal 
of decimating the supply of Luna classic.



OUR
MISSION

We wanted to put together a project that not only 
burned, but also rewarded our holders with Luna 
Classic. Now, with these rewards you can HODL them, 
sell them or if you choose, you can even burn them. We 
aim to be the biggest community to burn Luna Classic 
and to bring back the glory.



REWARDS

$LUNAF is committed to rewards all the holders with LUNC 
(Terra Luna Classic). Now with these rewards you can HODL 
them, sell them or you can even burn them. As a community we 
will take the lead to restore the faith in LUNC and try to be a 
beacon of hope for all those who were hurt by the Luna crash.

We want to create a community of Luna-addicts, also create a 
tangible atmosphere of respect. The goal is to create the biggest 
LUNC burning community where we all work together towards 
one aim to bring back the prosperity.

COMMUNITY



BURNING
LUNC🔥

$LUNAF is born to burn LUNC. Although LUNC has 
implemented the 1.2% tax on LUNC, which is only 
limited to on-chain and on few a exchanges. Hence in 
order to bring back the glory of LUNC we all must 
contribute together.

With Luna being such a hot topic now and trending 
everywhere. We will be doing larger manual burns 
with the help of our Influencers. Creating as much 
hype around the project as possible. 



ROADMAP PHASES

Website Development

Whitepaper Launch

Social Media Creations

Basic Marketing

Contract Development

Team Building

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 4

Creating Community

Contract Audit

KYC’s

Influencers onboard

Aggressive Marketing

Pinksale Fair Launch

Token Launch

Coingecko Listing

Coinmarketcap Listing

Heavy Influencer 

Marketing

Heavy Advertising

PHASE 3

LUNAF Staking

CEX Listing

LUNAF Swap LaunchFirst

Community Giveaway

Strategic LUNC Burns

More Heavy Advertising



STAKING & REWARDS

All LUNAF users are eligible to earn auto rewards of LUNC from 
just holding LUNAF token.

Simply buy LUNAF and hold the tokens in your wallet to earn 
LUNC rewards. 

In November 2022 our staking app will go live in which users will 
be able to earn both LUNC and LUNAF as rewards by staking their 
token on our website.

To earn high APY on LUNAF users will be required to stake their 
tokens on Luna Freaks DAPP which will make them eligible to earn 
dual rewards LUNC and LUNAF both at the same time.



LUNAF SWAP

LUNAFSWAP will be a decentralized exchange developed to facilitate 
the swapping of BEP-20 tokens.

BEP-20 is a Binance Token Standard that needs to be followed on the 
Binance Smart Chain. This is an abbreviation that is short for Binance
Smart Chain Evolution Proposal. That said, if any other token standard 
wants to be transferable on LunafSwap, it needs to be wrapped in the 
BEP-20 standard for the swap.

The main point of the appeal behind LunafSwap will be that it is a fully 
decentralized exchange where the orders and trades are automatically 
executed through smart contracts.

LunafSwap will work on automated market maker model (AMM), which 
means that while you can trade digital assets on the platform, there is 
not an order book where you are directly matched with someone else. 
All trading occurs against a liquidity pool.

With LunafSwap, users will be able to buy/sell their tokens on Luna 
Freaks website. 100% of fees collected from the swap will be used to 
burn LUNC.



SECURITY

AUDIT

https://github.com/ContractChecker/audits/blob/main/Lun
aFreaks_Token_0x66166AcC8B5ccb9a1628633Da278acBb7c
010231_Smart_Contract_Security_Audit_By_ContractCheck
er.pdf

KYC

We have successfully completed KYC on Pinksale.finance

LOCKED LIQUIDITY

LUNAF/BNB Liquidity will be locked for 365 Days on 
Pinksale.finance.

https://github.com/ContractChecker/audits/blob/main/LunaFreaks_Token_0x66166AcC8B5ccb9a1628633Da278acBb7c010231_Smart_Contract_Security_Audit_By_ContractChecker.pdf


TOKENOMICS

Token Name: Luna Freaks

Symbol: LUNAF

Decimals: 9

Contract Address: 0x66166AcC8B5ccb9a1628633Da278acBb7c010231

Total Supply: 1,000,000

Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)



TOKEN ALLOCATION



TAXES

BUY TAXES

• 4% LUNC BURN

• 4% LUNC REWARDS

• 4% MARKETING

SELL TAXES

• 5% LUNC BURN

• 5% LUNC REWARDS

• 5% MARKETING



PRESALE/FAIRLAUNCH

Presale Start Time: 05/10/2022

Presale End Time: 07/10/2022

Listing On PancakeSwap: 10/10/2022

Tokens For Presale: 400,000 LUNAF

Tokens For Liquidity: 250,000 LUNAF

Soft Cap: 50 BNB



TEAMLUNAF

CEO CMO



THANK YOU FOR BEING 
PART OF THIS JOURNEY

https://lunafreaks.org/ https://t.me/luna_freakshttps://twitter.com/luna_freaks


